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1 

The rapid growth in the demand for Mobile Communication'> has led the researchers 

and industry into development efforts towards a new generation of mobile systems (Tekinay 

and Jabbari,1991). The mobile communications itself has become a separate field of study 

called Personal communications which starts with a person carrying a device that sends, 

receives , stores and processes information. Personal communications inCludes cordless 

telephones, cellular telephones and mobile computers (Goodman). 

The personal communication device sends and receives information according to t.hf~ 

needs of the person like a personal computer. Each owner has a 'personal profile' which 

satisfies service features such as call waiting, caller identification, selective call forwarding 

and voice mail. Each person has a 'personal subscriber number' which is like a telephone 

number. This number belongs to only one person who can usP it. on any machine and at 

any place supporting the mobile communication'> (Satyanarayanan,l996). 

1. Telephone Network 

A telephonf' network is a dedicated network of telephone lines as shown in figme 1 

By lifting the receiver, we dial the number and let the switching office know that we 

want to have a connection. Using this dialled number, the switching office connects the 

line attached to our phone with the line attached to the phone to which we want to get 

1 
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connected. After this connection is established, a dedicated line wonlrl be there till thf:' 

receiver is kept down. 

SWITCHING 
CENTRE 

TELEPHONE 
NETWORK 

DEDICATED 
LINES 

PHONE PHONE 

FIGURE 1 

2. Mobile Network 

SWITCHING 
CENTRE 

The pror.ess of making a r.all with a cellular phone is quite different. A cellular phone 

1s not r.onnected to the switching station. Instead it u.'ies a radio channel to establish 

connert.ion to the nearest office called 'base station'. A cellular service area contains a 
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·two dimensional array of base stations separated by somP distances ranging from about 

<HlP kilometer to ten kilomPt.er (h~pending on the population df'nsity of mobile subscrilwrs. 

The region served by Pach base station is nlllf'd a cell, hencP the tf>rm derives cellular 

t<' lephone(Hac.l !)!)!)). 

When we turn on the cellular phone, its radio rece1ver scans a set of radio 'control 

channels' and measures the signal strength arriving at each base station. Generally the 

stronger signal comes from the ba<;e station which is nearer to the device. So, the radio 

in the cellular phone tunes to the control channel of the nearest base station. The control 

channel transmits information in both the directions. 

2.1 Call Initiation 

For initiating a call, a mobile uses the control channel to send the number it is calling 

to the nearby base station. As all the phones in a cell wse the same channel to initiate 

a call, a cellular phone has to identify itself to the network. In addition to transmitting 

number and its identity, the phone has to establish its authorization to use the network. 

This is due to the fact that with signals going through air, the cellular phone company has 

to take care regarding the unauthorised use of t.:he network. When a base station receives 

a call initiation message it transmits to the 'switching center' as in figure2 (adopted from 

the paper by Goodman). Ct::~llnlar switching center can handle calls of about one hundred 

base stations. A switching center is connected to the worldwide telephone network. The 

switching cPnter controls the radio chamwls at all of its ba.'e stations in assigning a cham1f'>l 

to tlw phone calls. As control signals and c0llphorw call ~ignals have to he transmitt!'d 

t.hrough the same channel. around 5% of its channel would be reserved for transmitting 
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r.ontrol signals. 

BASE 

BASE 
BASE 

I 

D BASE 
BASE 

BASE 

BASE 

MOBILE 
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FIGURE 2 
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BASE 

A radio channel would be carrying several calls simultaneously, but the two calls which 

are in rht·' sanw channel must sufficiPntly bP apart to prPvent thPir signals interfPring with 

each other. This minimum spacing is called channel reuse dist.ancP. It has a signific-ant 

impact on the capacity of a cellular telephone network. If the channel reuse distancP is 

small tlH' channel can accomodatP a large numbPr of r.alls for tlw given geographical area 

(Baiocchi and Sestini,1996). 
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2.3 Setting up a call and maintaining 
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PHONE 

FIGURE 3 

In setting up a call, the switching center takes the dialled number and decides which 

channel to bP used. Then the phone tunes to that spP.cified channel and connects it to 

the nearPst. basP station wherP the other phone is present. After the voice travels from 

the other phone to the caller, the connection is said to be established. So, the caller's 

voicP travels from the cellphone through tlw local base station to the switching center and 

thence to the other phone as in figure3 (adopted from the paper by Goodman). 
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It is evident that a mobile user would be travelling while the r.onnection is established. 

During this course, thP phone may move away from the original base station resulting in 

transmitting a weak signal. The ~witching center knows that the signal received at the 

original base station is very weak for transmission and commands the radio to tune to 

another channel which is suitable for comi~umicating with the adjacent base station. Thus 

the controller of the switching station hand-overs the call to another base station. This 

'hand-off' or 'hand-over' is a critical operation which occurs in mobile networks. A call 

may have several hand-offs during the event of its communication. 

2.4 Search of a mobile phone 

Another important aspect of a cellular phone is the search of a cellular phone. When 

someone dials a telephone , the network has to search the mobile to which communication 

path ha.s to be established. For this the switching center sends 'paging' messages to 

several base stations. These base stations detects the presence of the particular mobile 

in its geographical area. If the mobile is there, it sends back a paging message about the 

presence. ThPn the switching office connects the phone dialled to the base station from 

where the paging message is received. This results in connecting that base station to the 

other phone. But this becomes impractical when the number of mobiles become very large 

and change takes place frequently as the paging messages may overflow the control channel 

capacity. 

In present systems, the mobile network stores its location information at two placPs 

in order to avoid too much paging. The mobile's location is stored at the phone's present 

location and at the subscribers home switching center. Consider a situation where a mobile 

subscriber at New Delhi visits Paris and someone ralls him from Paris, the call first goes 

to New Delhi where the database informs the switching center that the 'mobile' is in Paris. 
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Then the call diverts back to Paris when=~ a local mnnection is established. 

3. Technical Challenges 

In view of the above, we can say that personal communications differ widely from con

ventional wired communications adding complexity to the comml.Ulication task. Goodman 

suggested a few differences between conventional and mobile networks which are listed 

below: 

In a conventional telephony network, each subscriber has a dedicated pair of wires 

connecting the subscriber to the telephone network. But the cellular system has a shared 

transmission medium linking the subscribers and the base station. 

Conventional Personal 

Li.nktonrt II'Ork High Quall:ty, ded1:cated Variable quality, shared 

Capacity Depend8 on economic8 Depends on government 

Powrr."'tpply E.rternal Self contained 

Con f ignrafion Infrequent Always changing 

A maJor constraint on personal rommunirations lS the limited capacity or band

width available for transmission of information between base stations and mobile terminals 

(Katzela and Naghshineh,1996). The bandwidth available will depend on tlw governnwnt 

agencies which regulates the use of radio spectrum. The conventional telephone 1wtwork 

capacity can be increased by increasing the telephone wired lines. The power supply for 

a mobilE' radio must be provided in the systen1 itself in the form of a battery cell. Thi<; 

imposE's an ohstadP in dPsigning tlw size of the radio device. 
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Another major challenge is that the configuration of the personal communication nPt-

work changes frequently as thP mobile phone moves from one place to the other. ThP 

network has to takP care about thP mobility of these radio devices. In order to maintain 

the quality, the network may have to change the radiated power levels and/or chang<> the 

base station. The network has to record the locations of moving subscribers, even though 

they don't have a call. This dynamic information helps a lot in determining the region 

where the mobile is present. 

4. Network Architecture 

SWITCHING 

BASE BASE BASE 

PUBLIC 
NETWORK 

FIGURE 4 

SWITCHING 

BASE BASE BASE 

An Pxample of a Cellular network architecture is shown in figurP4 . The main ele-

ments of the cellular network are base stations, a switching network,public switched net-
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work(PSTN), lines connecting base stations,switching network and PSTN, and the mobile 

subscribers. Each base station directly communicates with the mobiles in its cell. The 

base stations are conner.ted to the switching network via land lines. The switching net

work makes important decision.s regarding channel allocation, call handoff and controls all 

of the communications in its service area.~ All the switching centers are connected to the 

PSTN. A mobile network is hierarchical in nature. 

In the context of making a call, the subscriber enters the mobile phone number and 

presses the send button on the phone. Every base station has a reserved control channel 

capacity, through which the user sends a request for call initiation. Every base station 

frequently monitors the control channels and when a 'send' command is requested, the 

base station which receives the strongest signal takes the control. If the channel capacity 

in the particular r.ell area is available, the base station sends a request to the switching 

center. The switching center determines the location of the mobile from its database and 

depending upon the availability of the channel, the connection is established. When the 

conversation is completed, the user sends a disconnect signal to the base station, which 

in turn relays to the switching network. The switching center frees the channel and can 

allocate to an another user. During the course of conversation, if the user moves to another 

cell, then the problem of cell handoff should be considered. Suppose a user mows from 

cdh to cell" then both the base stations would be monitoring the signal and sends the 

control signals to the switching center. The switching center makes a decision of handoff 

mnsidering the relative strengths of the signals at the two base station.s. 

4.1 Circuit switching and packet switching 

The connections among the ba"e station.s and switching center may be "packet switch

ing" or 11 circuit switching. A packet switched system makes packets of information. Each 
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packet contains a payload containing the information for communication and an address 

which helps the. network in dr>livering the information accurately and on time. It is like. a 

postcard which has information and span~ for address. The network divides long commu-

nications into packets and sends each one at a time from one point to another ( Cho and 

l'vlarshall,19%). 

BASE 

INTERFACE 
UNITS 

METROPOLITAN 
AREA 

NETWORK 

DATABASE 

FIGURE 5 

BASE 

CONTROL 
UNIT 

In a circuit switched nr>twork, a dedicated path is established and thP information 

ts sPnt cont.inuonsly owr this pat h. Once th0 transrnission is complr>ted. the par h ()f 

comwction would be disconnected. A circuit switched rwtwork tLses a control channel to 
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assign H'Sources. A packet switched network is a logical connection. It need not haw a 

cPntralized control, ratlwr each point can act. as a localized control for routing thP packets 

(Goodman). An example of a packPt switched rwtwork is shown in figun-' !) (reproduced 

from t hf' paper by Goodman). 

Tlwre are a mm1ber of problems during the operation of a cellular network. Some of 

the problemc; is adjacent channel interference, cochannel interference, fading and channel 

reuse distance. Network management is an important aspect in the design of the network. 

An efficient network management results in offering a better quality of service to the 

subscribers. 

5. Network Management 

The principle task of a personal communication network is to move information to 

a.nd from the people. In order to keep track of the bandwidth, energy and mobility, the 

nPtwork ha.c; to store and process its own internal information. As proposed by Goodman 

the most important problems of a personal communication network are 

1. Call management 

2. Channel allocation and rPsourcP managemPnt 

J. Call admission control 

.:l. Pmwr control 

;l. HandovPr managemPnt 

fi. I\lobility management 
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7. Database management 

~. Int<'raction with signal prcwessing 

5.1 Call management 

Call management is necessary in any information networks. It involves in setting up and 

terminating communication sessions and providing special services such as tele conferenc

ing, call waiting, call number identification, billing and others. In order to makP pPrs<mal 

communication systems similar to conventional ones, many call management techniques 

havf' bPen developed. 

5.2 Channel allocation and radio resource management 

The radio resource management problem is to assign at every instant of rime. a physical 

channPl and. assigning transmitted power lPvP.ls, for the terminal and for the base station. 

Efficient utilization of thP channel or spectrum is a major challenge in tlw dPsign of cdlular 

systems. Chamwl assignment strategies can bP dividPd into threP types nanwly hx<·d. 

Hexible ami dynamic (TPkinay and .labbari,l!J!Jl). 

A hxvd channe.l assignment ~;trategy implies that a pn~determined set of channel~ an· 

n·s<·n·<·d ±f1r <·ad1 ba.c;e station. \VhPn a call att.empt is mad<' thP cell is admittc-•d or n·.i<·<·ted 

depending on whPtlwr channPl capa<·ity at that particular basP station is availahl<' or uot. 

Iu a d.ynamic assignment poli<·y. all the c:hannds an-' lwld by the switching cPntc'r and 

allocat<'" th1· channel when a call n·qnest. is nu.dP. Here tlw job of the hasc• station j-.: t• 1 

just intilrill tlw switching n'nter about thP calls and handoHs. 
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In the flexible channel assignmPnt policy, part of the channd capacity is reserVf~d for 

the hasP stations and thP rest is held by the switching center. When a call request is rnadP, 

the ha.<;e station allocates the channel if availabh:~, otherwise it requests the switching cent('f 

for allocation of the rhannel. 

5.3 Call admission Control 

Call admission control is a dynamic policy which determines whether a call has to be 

admitted or not. It takes into account different strategies such as priority call handling, call 

handoffs, arrival and departure rates, When a handoff occurs the call admission policy has 

to give priority to the handoff call over new call as the mobile subscribers e~pect very low 

call dropping probability over the new call blocking probability. The call admission control 

policy has to monitor the dynamic nature of the number of handoffs, as the handoffs may 

be very high during the peak hours. 

5.4 Power control 

ThP main aim of the power control is to deliver to each mobile a signal that is strong 

Pwmgh to overconw noise interferencP of any other signal in the mobile spectrum. Power 

wntrol in a mobile terminal is also important in conserving energy. This power supply has 

an impart on the sizP of the mobile system. But due to the advancement of thP technology, 

button sized cplls have been deVPloped and mobile systems become handy in size. 

5.5 HaQ.dover management 

HandovPr is a phenonwna that transfers an ongoing call from onP cell to anothPr as 

a user moves through a geographical area of a mobile network systPm. As smaller cPlls 
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are employed to meet the demands for increased capacity(Lee,l991), the r.hances of cell 

boundary crossings increases. Each handover makes an extra burden for the network 

. Each time a handover happens, the cell has to be n~routed to the new base station. 

Smaller the number of handovers, smaller would be the switching load. Handovers haVP a 

direct impact on thP. perceived quality of -service (QoS) as delayed handover deterioratP.s 

the QoS to below an accepted level. 

Handovers are of two types, one is a hard handover which occurs when the old con

nection is broken before a new connection established. On the otherhand a soft handover 

is one where a connection is established even before the old connection is broken. 

5.6 Mobility management 

The objective of the mobility management is to keep track of the each mobile so 

that they can be reached when necessary. During the early stages of mobile network 

design the switching center used to send paging messages to all base stations and upon 

response from one base station, connection will be established. This phenomena becomes 

quite complex. Researchers have explored advanced techniques for this and termed as 

11 intelligent mobility management 11
• This strategy records the presence of a mobile in 

the mobile's home switching center. It maintains the mobility according to the statistical 

patterns of the mobiles during the past. 

5. 7 Database management 

This has an impact on the quality of service (QoS) at every stage of the call. The data 

updatP access time must be w~ry very small so as to give fac;;t switching to the mobile. ThP 

database must have less number of searchings and a distributed database scheme may be 
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rwPded. ThP databasP must bP designed in such a way that the control signals could he 

transmitted quickly than the billing signals. 

5.8 Interaction with signal processing 

The network architecture and network management has a strong inftuence on the qual

ity of mobile communication systems to meet subscribers expectations. Equ:=tlly important 

are the efficient and effective working of the hardware devices and elements such a<; mod

ulation, channel coding, source coding,equalization antennas,transmitters, receivers and 

terminal design. 

An understanding of the system is very essential to carryout the performance related 

issues for efficient design of the system. Development of mathematical models and their 

analysis becomes very essential for a better understanding and control of the system. A 

mathematical model clearly gives an idea of how the actual system responds. In t.lw 

following chapter we give a model of a distributed call admission policy in which th<' 

nearest neighbouring cells are considered. The analysis of the model provides policies for 

call admission control with uniform and symmetric arrival, departure and handoff rates. 

Chapter 3 deals with the generalization of the proposed model with non-uniform and 

asynunP.tric rates in which the distant cells are also considered. chapter 4 deals with thP 

tram;ient analysis of the call admission control policy. 
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Distributed model fo1r caJE 

admission policy with 

symmetcric rates 

Intensive research in the field of mobile communications has led to the development of 

advanced solutions for the problems of mobile communication networks. A large number of 

solutions for call admission control a~ well have been developed but none is a comprehensive 

solution. Every solution lacks something or the other. 

1. One dimensional model 

Naghshineh and Schwartz(1996) proposed a distributed call admission policy based on 

constant arrival departure and handoff rates by taking into account the nearest neighbour

ing cells. They haw~ considered a one-dimensional array of cells such as the streets and 

highways assmning a fixed channel allocation scheme for the system. 

Notation 

C,,: Cell where the call admission request is made 

16 
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C,., q : Adjacent cells of C, 

n,l,r: Number of ralls in Ct., C1• ct. respectively 

,\ : Arrival rate of calls at a cell 

1t : Departure rate from a cell 

h: hand-off rate to a neighbouring cell 

N: Jvlaximum number of calls that the system can support 

p. :probability that a call stays in the same cell 

pT : the probability that it moves to an adjacent cell 

DEPARTURES 

+- ..... 

CI ...,.. Cn Cr .... 

1 
HANDOF 

ARRIVALS 

FIGURE 6 
X" 

ThP handoff dropping probability equals the ;)wrload probability Po = "[ P; where P; 
S-1 

is the probability of having i calls in a cell. By admitting a new call and after handoffs to 

and from neighbouring cells the desired QoS ha> to be maintained. A nf'w call is admitted 

to cell ( ·, at time t 0 if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied. one is that 
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during a small interval T from t.o the overload probability of cell C,., affected by handoffs 

into and out of the cell, mw;tnot exn~ed PQoS· The ser.ond condition is that during the samP 

time interval the overload probability of adjac~nt cells of c:l and C,. affected by handoffs 

out of and into the cell as also newly admitted calls must not exceed Pqos·Naghshineh and 

Schwartz assume that the handoff to cell C1 and C,. have equal probability 

Denoting by k the number of calls in a cell at time to, the probability that i out of 

these remain in the same cell is the binomial distribution B(i, k,p.) and j out of k would be 

in adjacent cell C1 is given by B(j, k, ~) where 

i=O,l, ... ,k (1) 

The distribution P,oto+T' which is the number of calls in cell c .. at time t0 + T is the 

convoluti()n of the three binomial distributions B(i,..n,p,), B(i1, l, 14f-) and B(i, .. r. ~ ). For 

large n,l.r it can be approximated by the Gaussian distribution G(m, 1J) (see appendix!). 

Thus 

P,'<Jio-t-T (2) 

where 

m np.+(l+r)P;, 

and 
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and the overload probability is giwn by the tail of the Gam;sian distribution as 

(X) ') 

1 I n-m-
~ cxp{- . " }du 

v2iT. 2rr-
N 

which equals 

Q • 2 
( 

N - np - (l + r) E.!!!.. ) 

j(np .• (l-p.)+(l+r)~(l- ~)) 

where 

Q(:z;) 

1' 

is the integral over the tail of the Gaussian distribution. This integral can be expressed in 

term~ of the error function. For a given PQoS there would be a value· such that PQos = Q(a). 

'll(y) 
2 Jy 2 --= f-:r d .. r, 

yiT 
0 

(o) 

1- 2Q(y/~) 

\Ve ran then solw for n which give~ thP. admission thrPshold. the maximum number of call~ 

that can be admitted satisfying the first admission condition. Thus we get a quadratic in 

ll 

{S -np.- (l+r)p;,}" (I) 
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where smallest root is the required solution i.e. 

1 { ') n = n, =-. - a-(1 - p.) + 2N- Pm(r + l) 
2p .• 

- aJ a:!(J - p.):!. + 4N(l - p .• )- p;, (r + l) + 2PmP .• (r + l)} 
(S) 

To calculate n 2 the threshold value of n for C., when there are arrivals at C,. and that 

too at a poisson rate .X, we make the following additional assumption. 

There are E(n) in the cell to the right of Cr and i 1 of these handoff to rell C,. during 

time interval (to, to+ T). The assumption about E(n) has been made, for want of knowledge 

of the actual number, as a compromise between the amount of information regarding calls. 

for efficient utilization of network resources, given that there are r mobiles in cell C:r at time 

t0 , the probability of having k cells in cell C,. at the time to+ T is given by the convolution 

of the binomials B(i,., n, ~ ), B(i,., r. p .• ), B(it, E(n). ~) and the poisson probability 

(.XT)'' f-.\T 

v! (9) 

where ll is the newly admitted calls at the cell f:r .. This convolution can be approximated 

by the Gaussian distribution 

('·( . ( . £( ))Prn . ,.T rp,, -t- 11 -t- 11 T + " . 

(rv.(l- p,) + (n + E(n))p;, (1- P~n) + .xr) ) 
( 10) 

the right rail of which gives the overload probability for given PQos = Q(a.), wP have a.<; 

proceeding as before 
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n2 =-. 
1
- {a2(2- Pm) + 4N- 4,\T- 2E(n)pm- .trp_. 

2pm 

-a a2 (2- Pm) 2 + 16N + 8pm(XT- rp.- N)- 16rp;} 

( 11) 

This is the number of calls that can be admitted into cell C,. so that the second call 

admission condition is satisfied for C, .. 

Similarly we can determine n 3 , the number of calls that can be admitted into cell (',, 

such that the second call admission for Ct is satisfied. The final threshold for C,, such that 

all the admission conditions are satisfied is given by 

11 (12) 

2. Extension to 2D model 

The call admission control policy has been extended to 2-d hexagonal cells. The prob-

ability that a mobile handoffs to a neighbouring cell is ? and the probability that it stays 

in the <:arne n~ll is p •. Similar to thP 1-D case t.hP call admission conditions are specified. 
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Hf~re the neighbouring cP.!l condition would rw extmHied to all tlw six rwighboming c('lls. 

Tlw probability distribution of the number of calls in cPll ('oat time 10 +Tis giVPn by 

tlw ('onvolution of seVPn binomials, which can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution 

771(1 ( 1 I) 
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and 

( ]."J) 

for largP n, the overload probability Po = Q(a.) can be approximated by thP right tail 

of tllP Gaussian distribution. Thus WP determine the threshold no for the first admission 

condition. Similarly for the second admission condition, the thresholds n!, n2 ..... n6 are 

calculated. The final threshold is given by 

n 0 ( (I, (1. ((.) m1n n 0 ,n1 , ... ,n6 (16) 

where 'n' is the maximum number of calls that can be admitted to cell C '0 such that all 

the admission conditions are satisfied. 

In this modPl the arrival, departure and handoff rates are taken as constant and sym-

metrir and only thP nearest neighbours are considered for handoffs. This modPl can be 

extended in a more general way by considering all cells, asymmetric handoff rates and 

variable arrival. departure rates for different. cells. 
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Gen.era!izedl modlel for caii 

asymmetric rates 

The model given by Naghshineh and Schwartz(1996) consider only the neighbouring 

cells for handoffs, but due to the connectivity of the cells, we have to consider the distant 

cells as well. Further the handoff rates have been taken as symmetric which in general 

not true as the calls do not move uniformly in 2-D space. For example, in congested 

areas mobiles may have slow down and spend a considerable amount of time in the same 

cell whereas in non-congested areas mobiles move very fast spending a small or negligible 

amount of time in the same cell. In case of negligible amount of time one may consider 

occurann~s of non-neighbouring transitions as well. However, the situation corresponding 

to non-twighbouring transitions exists in 2-D case as shown in figure. 

The following is a generalized model for the distributed call admission control policy 

with asymmetric transition or handoff rates. 

2-t 
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FIGURE 8 

l.One dimensional model 

ADJACENT 
CELLS 
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WP consider a one dimensional array of cells. Here we assume that the system employs 

fixed chamlPl allocation (FCA) strategy. 

Notation 

n, num1wr of calls in i 11' cPll ( '; at time t 

.\, arrival rate of calls 
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J-L; : departure rate 

Pii : probability of handoff transition from i1 1t ct>ll to /" cell. i i- j 

p;; : probability of staying in tlw samt> reil ( ·; 

N: maximum mm1ber of calls that thP systr.m can support 

® 
HANOOFF FROM 

DIFFERENT CELLS @ 

® 

DEPARTURES 

l 
CELL 

ARRNALS 

FIGURE 9 

® 
HANOOFF FROM 

@ DIFFERENT CELLS 

® 

~ 

A call can makr. a transition from any i'" cell to /It c~~ll in a small intt>rval of t.ime. 

26 
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Let ( ·,, be the cell where a call request is made. Tlw probability that out of the k calls, 

i would be in t.hP same cell is giwn by the binomial distribution B(j, k. p;i) and j out of k 

would lw in any ot lwr ('PI I n, is gi vPn by B(j. k. Pkl) when' 

B(i .. k, p) = C) (p)'(1 - p)k-i (1) 

The call admission conditions proposed by Naghshineh and Schwartz(1996) are gen-

eralized for one dimensional array of cells. In order to satisfy the first call admission 

condition, the probability distribution of the munber of calls in C; at time to + T is de-

noted by P"oto-T(n,) using a convolution of binomial distributions B(n;;.n;,p;;, B(n
1

;,11J'PJ;) 

for all j, when' n1 2: nJ; 2:0. We can approximate the Binomial distribution B(i .. k.p) by a 

Gaussian distribution C:(m. o- 2
) with mean m = kp and variance o- 2 = kp(1- p). Based on these 

assumptions. the number of calls in cell C; at time tn + T can be approximated by Gaussian 

distribution given by 

p (k) 
11! f.o-t-T (2) 

Th(· overload probability n. is given by the tail of tlw Gau::::sian distribution denotPd 

;, 

[~, 2..:: P,., to--T(k) 
/\"-1 
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where 

Po 

00 

ii = l:n1 
j=l 

28 

(5) 

where Q(.) is the integral over the tail of the Gaussian distribution which can be expressPd 

in terms of an error function. For a fixed PQ 0 s, there exists a value PQos = Q(a). Then we 

have the relation 

(6) 

Solving for 11; in the above equation we get an admission threshold for the 11" call. This 

threshold m; satisfiE,s the first call admission condition for the rell C;. 

The number of mobiles m~ that can be admitted to cell C; such that the second call 

admission condition is satisfied for cell C1 being approximated in a similar fashion. Given 

that the arrival process is poisson. the probability distribution of having k mobiles in cell ( ·1 

at tinw /0 + T. denotPd as P,.,to ·Tis given by the convolution of the binomial distributions 

H(n 11 .n 1 .p 11 ), B(ni 1 .n1 .p;l) for j=2 to x, and the poisson distribution 

(At7')"t -.I,T 

v' (7) 
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wlwre 11 is the number of newly admitted calls to cell C 1 

The resultant of the convolution can be approximated by a GatL"sian distribution has 

been discusser! in chaptfT 2. WP have 

(8) 

The overload probability is given by P0 which is the integral over the tail of the GatL'3sian 

distribution. 

Pn (9) 

Using Pqo~ = Q(a) we can find a threshold value mJ. which gives the number of calls that 

can be admitted to c:,, such that the second admission condition for C1 is satisfied. 

Similarly, we can find the munber of calls that can be admitted to cell C; such that the 

s<>cond admission condition is satisfi<>d for cells C2 , C;, ..... CX' is as m2. m~, ..... m'x.. 

The final thr0shold which satishes all admission conditions (w.r.t each cell) for cell C; 

is g;i veu by 

m = nlin(m;. m~ •... , m~ .... , (1 0) 
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where m defines the maximum number of calls that can be admitted to cell C; such that 

all admission r.onditions are satisfied. This generalizes the results due to Naghshineh and 

Schwartz( 1996). 

Nearest neighbour model " 

We can obtain the results for nearest neighbour model proposed by Naghshineh and 

Schwartz by applying the boundary conditions, uniform arrival departure and transition 

rates to the generalized model. In a one dimensional case of the nearest neighboirrhood 

model only the adjacent cells would be considered. So by replacing p;; by p_., Pii by IT and 

using the notations n, l, r, E(n), .\, the probability 

( 11) 

becomes 

c(np .. + (l + r)p;' 

(np.(l ~p.)+(l+r)p;(l- p;))) 
(12) 

similarly t hP probability 

(13) 

becomes 
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P,to+T(k) ::::::G ( rp. + (E(n) + n)T + >.T. 

( rp, ( 1 - p" ) + ( E ( n) + n) p;, ( 1 - p;, ) + >. T) ) 
( 11) 

The above results deduced are similar to the onPs for nearest neighbour model. So 

from these equations, we can find the the number of calls that can be admitted such that 

the call admission conditions are satisfied. 

2. Extension to the 2D model 

We can extend the steady state analysis of the lD case to a 2D model. We consider 

a two dimensional array of hexagonal cells in a finite geographical area. Here we assume 

that the mobile call can handoff to any cell in a 2D array of cells. 

Notation 

numbPr of calls in (i. Jt' cell at some time t.. 

Pij.iJ probability that the cell stays in the same cell 

Pi;.kt probability of transition from (i,j)t" u~ll to (k,l/" cell, (i.j) -=1= (k.l) 

q;1 .kt : (1 - Pi},kt). (i. j) # (k.l) 

arrival rate to the ( i. Jt' cell. 

departure rate from the (i,j) 1
h cell. 

N: l\laxirmun mm1ber of calls that tllP system can support 
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By applying tlw call admission conditions discussed in chapter 2, we can obtain thP call 

adrni~:'ion t hn=~shold val uP for any cell. Let C';1 be the cpJl wherP a call admission requc:-t 

i-: madt'. Thr> probability distribution of thP numbPr of calls in cell C';
1 

such that th<' first 

adnlis-:ion ('()ndi t ion is satisfied becomes the convolution of t lw binomials. which can h<' 

appwximared by a Gaussian distribution given by 
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The overload probability Po whir.h is the integral over the tail of the Gaussian distri-

bution. \Ve find 

where 

Equation (16) yields 

Po 

N 

fi 

2: P,.,Jto+T 
N+l 

00 00 

i=lj=l 

OC> OC> 

( 

N- 2: l:nktPkL,iJ ) 
Po = Q --;::.==k==l=l==l===o-

( £: fnkiPkL,ijqkl,ij) 
k=ll=l 

( 16) 

(11) 

(18) 

when"' Q(.) is the integral over the tail of the Gaussian distribution. For a fixed PQos = Q(ni. 

we can obtain a threshold value m:~ which satisfies the first call admission condition. 

The probability distribution of the number of calls in any other r.ell Cnw at time t0 + T. 

such that the second rail admission condition is satisfied is given by the sum of the binil-

mials and a poisson, which is approximated by a Gam;sian distribution. We have 
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00 00 

L2:>·k1Pkl,ij +Am,, T. 
k=ll=! 

(19) 

By integrating over the tail and equating to Q(a) (a pre determined quality of service ). 

we obtain m!!;,. the threshold for which the second admission condition is satisfied. Similarly 

other threshold values for other cells in relation to the second call admission condition are 

calculated. 

The final threshold value such that all the admission conditions are satisfied is given 

by 

m . ( ij lj ij ij ) mln mll' m12' .... m21, m22' ... , ... (20) 

where m gives the maximum number of calls that can be admitted to cell C,1 . 

Nearest neighbour model for ~D 

The nearest neighbourhood model can be easily obtained from this model by applying 

the boundary conditions. ie., by replacing Pi).ii by p_., Pij.kl by ~ and using the notations 

n.l. r. ,\. eq(15) reduces to eq(2.13) from which the threshold values are calrulatPd. 

ThP generalized model will give a better approximation in making the call admission 

control policy . This admission policy decision.<; would be made by the base statiom for 

every interval of time by obtaining the information from various other base stations. The 
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t.im0 dependent nature of the problem is not discussed m this section. The following 

~f'('tion discussPs about thP transient analysis ·of the model, since the arrivaL departure 

and handoff rates are not uniform during the day. Tlw timP dependencP. is refiP.cted by 

making the parameters a~ explicit fun('tion of time. 

This model can be regarded as generalization of the prev1ous models which do not 

include any time dependent nature of the arrival, departure and handoff rates. The rates 

may assume large values during some rush hours and very low at lean period of the day. 

The next chapter gives a model in whir.h the time dependent nature of the problem has 

been included. 



1tansient amallysis of 

the calli admission 

control pollicy 

The solutions so far proposed are static in nature. The time-dependent nature of 

the system ha<> not been embedded in the problem. Generally the arrival, departure and 

handoff rates are not uniform throughout the daytime. The rates may be very high during 

the peak hour situations and very low during the night times. Sometimes the arrivaL 

departure rates would be high with a low handoff rates and vice versa. Thus the study of 

the system response to the dynamic nature of the traffic becomes very important. Also, 

the system may not be able to provide a better quality of service with static system 

approximations. 

We consider a one dimensional array of cells and the system with fixed channel allo

cation. 

Notation 

11; : number of calls in it" cell C; at time t 

A.;(t) : arrival rate of calls at it" cell 

36 
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J!,(t) : departnrP rate of calls at i 11
' cell 

"1,1 : probability of handoff transition from i. 1" cell to l" cell, i =1- j 

"111 : probability of staying in the same cell C; 

N: maximum number of calls that the-system can support 

TIME DEPENDENT 
HANDOFF FROM 

DIFFERENT CELLS 

0 

0 

0 

TIME-DEPENDENT 
DEPARTURES 

l 
CELL 

TIME-DEPENDENT 

ARRIVALS 

FIGURE 11 

0 TIME DEPENDENT 
HANDOFF FROM 

0 DIFFERENT CELLS 

0 

Ler n bP the nnmhPr of calls in cPll C';. ThE' change in the number of calls during a 

time intPrnal ( t. t + ~~) is given by 
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where 

d71 (f) { A;(t)- Jt;(t) + /',(t,)- 'Yb(t) }dt 

00 

'Yn(t) = I>i'Yi;(t) and 
j=l 

38 

( 1) 

(2) 

For capturing the Huctuations in the num0er of calls in a cell, we assume that the 

Huctuations in the arrival, departure and handoff rates occur on a very small time scale in 

comparison to the time scale of the system. So, the parameters of eq(l) can be written as 

>.; ( t) = .\; + .\; ( t) 

(3) 
'Yn(l.) = '"fr, + f,(t) 

where ,\;. ji;, in, ib are tlw deterministic parts and ~;(t), ji;(t), 1,(1), i'b(t) are the fluctuations 

characterised by white noise, stationary Gaussian processes, which may be treated as a 

formal derivative of a Weiner procPss(Cox and Miller. 196~). The fluctuation" are assunwd 

bt' delta correlated (Karmeshu and Jaiswal,1981) such that 
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E[~;(t)] = 0 

E [ji; (t.) J = 0 

E[1,(t.)] = 0 

E[1b(t.)] = 0 

E[~;(t.I)~;(t2)] =a_, 26(t1- !.2) 

E[ji.;(t.I)ji;(t2)] = (Ti-' 
26(ti- t2) 

E[),(ti)1,(t2)] = a .. 26(t.I -12) 

E[1b(t.I)1b(t.2)] = (Jb 
26(ti - t2) 

39 

(-1) 

Then the incremental change during tine (t, t + 6.t) is in the number of calls in the cell 

is given by 

dn(t.) = {-\; - JL; + '), - ib} dt 

(5) 
+ { ~i (f) - ji; (f) + 1 a (f) - 1 b ( t) } dt 

Using 0q ( 4), eq ( 5) ran be rewritten as 

dn(t) ={).;- Jli + ia- ib }dt 
(6) 

+{ a.1dw1(1)- a1,d11·1.(t) + a,dw_,(t)- ahdw1,(t-)} 

where u•_,(t).w1,(t).11'a(t).u·o(t) are independent \Veiner pron~sses. 

For the sake of completeness. X (t) c:an be defined as Weiner process with drift 11 and 

variann' a 2 with the following properties. A Weiner process X( t) has the property that for 

any non-overlapping intervals it has independP.nt increments and for some interval (1 1 . t:_), 

X(t")- X (It) is normally distributed with mean p(t 2 - t 1 ) and variance 0'
2 (/ 2 - t 1)( See Cox 

and l\Iiller). 
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As parameters involved an~ assnmed to be white noise Gaussian processes, n( t) is a 

markov proces<.: and t lw probability dPnsity function satisfies thP Fokker-Planck Pquation 

(FPE) 

aP(n.t) a 1 a2 P 
--::----- = --pP + -(Jz_ at an 2 8n2 

FPE(7) hac; to be solved with initial condit;on 

lim p(n. t) 
t~o 

b(n- no) 

and appropriate boundary conditions. 

1. Unrestricted Process 

(I) 

(8) 

\VP start by solving FPE(7) when the boundary ronditions are natural i.e. the proces:-

n(t) is unrestricrf'd. The natural condition imply that 

lim p(n,l) 
/j----<-::CX'l 

0 (9_; 

For the slllution of rhe FPE we dnsely foliow the analysis contained m Cox and 

I\·Iiller(1969). Introducing the stochastic variablE' Z(t), 
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Z(t) ( (n(t)- ~~~~- Jl.f)) 
(I 0) 

FPE redncPs to 

1 iJ2p(y, t.) iJp(y, t) 
2 iJz2 iJt. (11) 

where p(y, t) is the probability density function of the process y(t) with the initial condition 

lim p(y. t) = b(y =Yo); Yo= 0 
t-0 

(12) 

It may be noted that (11) is the well known heat conduction equation 

1Iultiplying eq(ll) by ,-oy and integrating from -oo to oo, we get 

182 1 CJM - J'k = -. 
2 iJt 

where 

:x' 

:\!(O.t) = E[r~tlY(t)] =.I p(y.t)t- 0Ydy (1-1) 

The initial condition in eq(12) reduces to 
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= 
M(B, 0) = / b(y = y0 )c- 9Ydy = 1 (15) 

From equations (14) and (15) we find 

( 16) 

which is mgf for the Gaussian probability density function. Thus the process Z(t) follows 

a Gua.'lsian process with mean 0 and variance t. Thus from eq(lO) we find that n(t) is a 

Gaussian process with mean n 0 + pt and variance t. 

1 r ( n - no - ptl] 
p(n, t; no) = -=<:rp l- ? 

av'27rt 2a-t 
(17) 

where (-x < n < x) 

2.Reflecting barrier at the origin 

Now we consider t lw case corresponding to a reflecting barrier at n = 0. This is necessi-

tated by the fact that the number of calls cannot beconw negative . This is a more realistic 

situation whirh is not considered in the paper by Naghshineh and Schwartz(1996). 

We now proceed to evaluate the condition for the refiecting barrier at n =a. FPE(7) 

can be rewritten as 
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i)p i} 
-;-- = --. .!(n, p) 
rtf cJn (1 x) 

. 1 ~ ap 
.J(n, p) = Jtp- -;-fr-. 

2 c)n 
( 19) 

when~ J(n,p) is the probability current. For a reflecting barrier the probability current at 

n =a vanishes i.e. 

(20) 

substituting .J(n,p) from eq(19), we obtain 

(21) 

The situation considered in this subsection corresponds to Weiner proc,ss n (t) wirh 

drift I' and variance cr". Process H(t.) is confined to the positive half line with reflecting 

barrier at origin. This case has been analyzed in Cox & lVliller. FPE(7) has to be solved 

in conjunction with t lH' reflecting barrier at n = 0 and initial condition 

lim p(n. 1) = b(n- n 0 ) 
t -~0 

Employing the method of image.c; (Cox & 1vliller ), we obtain 
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1 [ { 11 - n0 - JJl) 
2 

} p(n,t) =-= fXp - . 
2 av'27ff. 2a t 

. { (n- n0 - pt)
2

} + Afxp -
2 2a t 

-~.To { (n - ~- 1tt/} ] 
+ . f:1:p - 2a 2 t k(Od~ 

-00-' 

which satisfies the eq(18) and the initial condition eq(12). To determine the constant A 

and the function k(O we demand that the boundary condition (21) is satisfied. 

The condition (21) is rewritten using (23) as 

noll 2 } ( no11 (no - Jd)fxp(- -., ) - {no A+ 1lf +fa k( -no) r:xp - 2 ) = 0, 
a- a 

It. follows that 

, 2noJt 
A= fXP(- -., ). 

a-

The solution for the pdf becomes 

k(c\ _ 2;.t ( 2;.t~) 
~, 1 - .,fxp " 

a- a~ 

(24) 

(t > 0) (25) 

(26) 
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(21) 

where <1>(:1:) is the standard normal integral. 

. letting t ~ oo, we find that for tt < 0, the equilibrium distribution reduces to 

(n > 0, p < 0) (28) 

which is an exponential distribution independent of the initial value n 0 . 

Threshold conditions 

We can represent eq(17) by a Gaussian pror.ess with mean m(t) =no+ ttl and variance 

(29) 

Tlm~ for any cell i and for r·onveilience writing p(no.n: t) = p(n;t.) eq(29) may be wrirren 
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One can proceed on similar lines as discussed m previotL5 chapters for deriving the 

threshold conditions. It may be noted that in view of the fact that the mean and varianc:P 

are explicit functions of time, the thn•shold conditions would also depend on Pxplicit time. 
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The call admission policy developed here gives a more realistic description of the prob

lem in terms of time-d8pendent situation. The time depPndent nature of the system witb 

asymmetric rates have also been investigated. The transient analysis provides descrip

tion at any point of time and this in turn gives call admission control policies within 

the time-dependent framework. Such an analysis becomes important when one is dealing 

with rush hour situations. Based on transient analysis, one is able to obtain insight into 

time-dependent call admission control policies. The policy can be implemented in the 

form of software at each base station which makes time-dependent decisions concernmg 

the geographical region served by the base station. 

Tlw time dependent solution has been fou11d for an unrestricted pn><:ess in terms of 

Gaussian process. It is easy to obtain the convolution of independent Gaussian processes. 

This has made analytical treatment tractable. However when the stochastic process is 

reflected by imposing a reflected barrier at n=O, the solution process is no longer a Gaussian 

process. However thP convolution of suc·h pnKesses can be computPd for obtaining call 

admission control policies in an ar·ea of futun~ interest. 

There is an Pnormous potP.ntial for Pxtensions in the call adm.issit 'n control policy by 

including the priorities of calls in relation to handoffs and in. relation to more revenuP.. 

Another extPnsion would deal with dynamic rhannel allocation t:nw a.c; die; cussed in 

chapter 1. In dynamic channel allocation , part of the channPl rapacity is rPSPrved by 

.f( 



the switching c~nter. If the 1.hannelrapadty is not available at the base station, th~n the 

call rPquests would be diw~rted to thP switching center which allocates part of the channPI 

to the requPsting bas~ stations in a p~riodic manner. Th~ overload probability of such a 

systt>m would b~ th~ calls r~jected by th~ bas~ station as w~ll as the switching 1.enter. For 

the design of such a system, it may need. two admission control policies one at the base 

station and the other at the switching center. 

The model developed here can be applied directly at the base stations, but applicable 

to switching center with additional provisions. However, models need to be developed for 

dealing of the time-dependent situations in the dynamic allocation policies. 
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ThP mgf of tlw binomial distribution B(n, p) is 

q=(l-p) 

= e"Ptexp[n log{p(1 + qt + ~q2(! + ... ) 

1 ? ? + q(1- pt, + 2p-t- + ... )}] 

t 1 '> 
= e"P rxp{n(1 + "2pqt- + ... )} 

= e"Pte:l:p{n(~pqt2 + O(t3
)) 

For large n, take t = 0( -j;), then 

1 ') 
M(t) = e.rp{npt + ?'pqt-} 

Corresponding to the mgf of the normal distribution, convolution of three independent 

binomial distribution B(n;,p;) i= 1.2.3 .... has mgf 

i=l 

For large n, this leads to 

which is the mgf ()f the normal distribution 
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